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Wyndham City motto. The opportunity for Trackless Trams to help foster urban
regeneration and create “More Time for Life” – for the people of Wyndham

INTRODUCTION
Wyndham City – in Melbourne’s south west is facing significant growth challenges. It is projected to
increase from around 165,000 in 2011 to over 465,000 in 2041. It is a city with a strong sense of
place with a highly multi-cultural community with clear traditions that go back 60,000 years - the
Wyndham 2040 Vision documented 2040 stories from its residents about what they loved about the
area and what they wanted for the future. This report makes it clear that people want urban growth
to help make a series of local places that continue to improve the community and retain the special
qualities of the area. This is the challenge that frames this research project.
The City is responding to their challenges through the development of their strategic plan – referred
to as the Wyndham Urban Framework Plan, which has the aspiration of “More Time for Life”. This
sentiment succinctly summarizes one of their greatest challenges – how to overcome the very large
proportion of people’s days spent in their cars – either commuting to jobs out of their area or simply
getting to major transit stations that ought to be much easier to reach than they are. Media on this
became more and more shrill in the past few years (see https://youtu.be/XmISEUuWDS8).
As part of their response to these challenges Wyndham engaged researchers from Curtin University
and RMIT as part of a Sustainable Built Environment National Research Centre project 1 to assess
proposals introducing a mid-tier transit system – in the form of a Trackless Tram System (TTS).
Importantly this system would both help provide an important transport option for the people of
Wyndham, as well as act as a catalyst for urban intensification along key parts of the corridor 2.
This report is presented to two parts – Part 1 provides a summary of the investigations –
highlighting the potential value of integrating this form of mid-tier transit system into the urban
fabric of Wyndham and sets out some options on how to integrate TTS into this rapidly growing part
of Melbourne. Part 2 provides a potential Recovery Project to assist the city to resolve the key issues
identified and to help attract the kind of urban development needed to help create local jobs.

The Sustainable Built Environment national research centre (SBEnrc) has conducted research in 2018 on how
cities can become more sustainable by integrating new forms of transit with urban regeneration around its
stations. The work was given a considerable boost when the researchers discovered a new transit technology –
the Trackless Tram – which appeared to not only achieve a high quality mobility option but it was cheap
enough to enable the transit system to be funded as part of the urban regeneration of a transit corridor. Thus,
sustainability could be enabled not just in the high quality, electric transit system but in the integrated urban
regeneration projects. This project was established as a case study through the Sustainable Built Environment
National Research Centre – as part of Research Project called – SBEnrc 1.62: Sustainable Centres for Tomorrow
project. See https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-62/

1
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Dorji Yangka (2019) The Trackless Tram: Is it the Transit and City Shaping Catalyst We Have Been Waiting
for?, Journal of Transportation Technologies, 2019, 9, 31-55
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Part 1 Wyndham’s Urban Challenge – How to create an urban form
that creates “More Time for Life”
Wyndham City is located in the South West of Melbourne and has been growing rapidly around the
centre of Werribee since the early 1990’s. The urban pattern is typically suburban with average
residential densities in most areas within Wyndham at 18 dwellings per hectare, though higher in
some areas, particularly the centre of Werribee.
The area is served from a transport point of view by the Princes Freeway and by two heavy rail lines
– the Regional Rail Link and the Melbourne Metropolitan Rail Link Line. There is a long-term
aspiration of these train lines being linked around the city as part of the Suburban Rail Loop.
(Melbourne Metro 2 is another proposal that is not funded or planned as yet, but still relevant –
Werribee to Mernda via Fisherman’s Bend and CBD, Carlton, Clifton Hill - forming a circular system –
see Figure 1, which also highlights early ideas about where Trackless Trams might be incorporated
into Wyndham’s largely suburban fabric.
The planning aspiration for Wyndham – like most of Melbourne – is to try to create the 20 minute
city, where communities can focus their lives more and more around local centres that can provide
the jobs, service and amenity they need for productive life styles, centres with jobs and services.
There is potential for urban consolidation around centres – such as Werribee, train stations and the
so-called East Werribee National Employment and Innovation Cluster, where there is significant
government held land.
The challenge for Wyndham, however, is greater than that faced by many other areas across
Melbourne given the expanse of Wyndham’s geographic area, and that nearly 65% of Wyndham’s
residents travel outside the municipality to work, with a large majority of these individuals working
in the Melbourne CBD. Many people experience long delays getting out of their suburbs to the
freeway or rail systems – with reports of 40 minutes just to get out of the suburbs. This is a
politically charged situation with periodic media reporting (see link below for examples of media
stories 3).

See - https://7news.com.au/travel/victoria-traffic/point-cook-commute-takes-father-40-minutes-to-drivefive-kilometres-c-516023 ( Accessed 11 May 2020) and https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-10-09/tarneitsuburb-on-melbourne-fringe-feeling-growing-pains/11537562 ( Accessed 11 May 2020).
3
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Figure 1 – Emerging Preferred Plan from Wyndham Urban Framework Plan (May 2019) 4 –
highlighting rail links and early ideas for Trackless Trams routes

This research has conducted a series of scenarios for future mid-tier transit using the Spatial
Network Analysis for Multimodal Urban Transport Systems (SNAMUTS) planning tool and these have
firmed up the potential transit links that would be transformative for creating local links across
Wyndham with potential to create the centres so desired by the community. These will be explained
after first providing more detail about the growing interest in the new transit technology called
Trackless Trams.

What are Trackless Trams?
Trackless Trams (or TTS) are an emerging transit technology that offers considerable advantages to
bus services as a mid-tier transit solution and is considerably cheaper and quicker to build compared
to heavy rail and light rail systems. This is a technology that fits between bus systems and heavy rail.
The attractions, apart from the much lower cost and minimal disruption to implement, focus around
its electric traction (with batteries on the roof thus not needing an overhead catenary) and high ride
quality due to it being guided by sensors that keep it very precisely on a painted track and adapt its
wheels to accommodate the road surface. Because it is quiet, sleek and attracts people out of cars
(see Fig 2 below) it is able to attract urban development around stations.

Wyndham City (May 2019) Wyndham Urban Framework Plan. Emerging Options Paper See
https://theloop.wyndham.vic.gov.au/45932/documents/105508 ( accessed 3 May 2020)

4
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Fig 2. Trackless Tram in Yibin, China. (Source: Daniel Conerly)
Thus, a TTS will deliver operational efficiencies, social and environmental benefits transformational
to the development of cities and in particular to enable a much greater involvement of private
developers in enabling the project to be funded and financed. This will be demonstrated in the
proposed Recovery Project.
The TTS technology is proven and rapidly developing as shown in Figure 3 below. The vehicle
offering is diverse and there are currently several manufacturers developing products that will
potentially meet the requirements of this emerging global market. Trackless Trams provide a missing
part of most city transport systems (see key publications and films on this work can be found at
https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-62/

Figure 3: Trackless Tram Type Vehicles (Source: Verschuer, M (2019) Public Transport Technical
Tour – Summary Report, SBEnrc, https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-62/)
Trackless Trams can do all that a Light Rail does but at a much lower cost. It can enable:
1.

A high capacity, high profile, electric transit system that can help establish an identity for this part
of Melbourne by creating a much needed link between the two heavy rail lines and newly
developed suburbs providing service and employment linkages.

2.

More residential and commercial investment in new centres along the proposed route, especially
facilitating service and knowledge economy jobs.

3.

Establish a high-speed link to suburban growth areas – fostering opportunity for a more
consolidated urban form as urban development continues.
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4.

Importantly, there are opportunities for Electric Recharge Hubs at stations that can be used to
help create grid stabilization opportunities and recharge services for other electric vehicles and
electric micro-mobility in the rapidly emerging world of electromobility.

Although there are a range of alternative manufacturers of Trackless Tram type vehicles, the vehicle
being explored here has been the CRRC vehicle (the ART) that we refer to here as a Trackless Tram, technical details include the following information in Table 1.

Table 1 Specifications of the Trackless Tram
•

The ART system consists of the vehicles and the operation

•

management system.
•

Vehicles are bi-directional and consists of 2-5 car. Multiple wide

Tracking a virtual rail the vehicle provides ride quality and
comfort equivalent to a rail.

•

doors and internal spaces provide universal access.

V2V and V2G wireless communication and management
systems ensures highly efficient and safe tram operation.

Three car characteristics
•

Length 31.64m

•

Width 2.65m

•

Vehicle load 48 ton, axle weight 9 ton drive, 7.5 ton steer axles

•

Maximum range 70km

•

Max. speed 70kph

•

Max. ramp slope 13%

•

Carbon fibre and aluminium body 25 year design life

•

Min. radius of turning circle 15m

•

•

Floor height 330mm (100% low floor)

Operation of the vehicle can be manually by the driver or with
various levels of assistance

•

Charging options include deep charge at depot or on route
opportunity flash charge pantograph 10 minutes provides
25km extra range.

•

Battery, pantograph and super capacitor capacities can be
adjusted to suit requirements

This study process
This study involved 2 workshops (of approximately 35 participants each time) with a range of staff
from Wyndham City, Victorian Government transport and planning agencies, businesses and
developers or their consultants, along with some representatives of nearby local authorities.
The first workshop focused on introducing the concept of Trackless Trams – and exploring possible
alignments. This involved the participants reviewing potential corridors identified by Wyndham
Council staff and examining the nodes and places whose redevelopment would be catalysed by the
implementation of trackless tram systems.
The concept of Corridors, Nodes and Places was tested as a way of examining the implications of
introducing a Trackless Tram System (TTS) into the urban context of Wyndham. The Corridors are
the alignment where a Trackless Tram are best suited to provide a good transport solution and
where some good urban regeneration potential exists. The Nodes are where the most obvious urban
regeneration exists and hence should likely be where a station is placed. The Places are where
detailed design will optimise the integration of the TTS to a range of accessibility and sustainability
outcomes 5.

These concepts and how they relate to urban intensification in different urban fabrics are explored in the
report titled Sustainable Centres of Tomorrow: A Precinct Design Framework of Principles and Practices
available at available at https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-62/

5
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The second workshop focused on reviewing the findings of an accessibility assessment that was
undertaken between the workshops – which utilised the Spatial Network Analysis for Multimodal
Urban Transport Systems (SNAMUTS) tool 6 to quantify and visualise the added value of introducing a
Trackless Tram corridor for Wyndham’s (and metropolitan Melbourne’s) public transport system as a
whole. This tool also evaluates the urban intensification opportunities to assist in identifying
minimum development targets for additional residents and jobs in the catchment areas of corridors
and nodes along the routes identified 7.
Collectively these two workshops helped raise awareness of the value of the TTS and highlighted the
many development opportunities and city shaping opportunities that could emerge from
implementation.

Key Observations and Findings
One of the key observations from the analysis is depicted in Figure 4 which illustrates the spatial
extent of the proposed Trackless Tram System in the Wyndham area in contrast to the extent of the
existing tram system in inner Melbourne. This highlights the extent of area needing to be covered in
a suburban context and how it might link into the heavy rail system.

Figure 4. Graphic illustrating the extent of the existing tram system in inner Melbourne (in black)
in comparison to the spatial area of a potential Trackless Tram System in Wyndham. The blue lines
are the heavy rail system. (Source: Wyndham SNAMUTS report).

6

7

See www.snamuts.com for a detailed description of the SNAMUTS tool.

More details are provided in technical SNAMUTS report provided to the Council by the research

team and available at https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-62/
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The route selected for the SNAMUTS analysis is shown in Figure 5 which highlights the level of
residential development and employment opportunities created by the introduction of the system.
This highlights that an additional 61,000 residents and jobs (above the trend figures) have the
potential to emerge as a result of intensification of land uses around the introduction of the TTS.

Figure 5 Proposed Trackless Tram routes – highlighting the extent of residential development and
employment opportunities created by introduction of the system. (Source: Wyndham SNAMUTS
report).
The composite SNAMUTS analysis illustrating before and after the introduction of a Trackless Tram
system is illustrated in Figure 6. The light colours graphically illustrate the improvements in
accessibility across the system. These areas would be far less car dependent and offer undoubted
time savings, i.e. ‘more time for life’.
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Figure 6 SNAMUTS collective results showing relative improvements in accessibility. (Source:
Wyndham SNAMUTS report)
The SNAMUTS analysis tested a number of scenarios including establishing routes that were
separated by the heavy rail lines, as well as examining the value of ensuring where there could be
linkages across the existing heavy rail lines. This analysis highlighted the following:
•

•

•

•

The Joined Lines scenario (i.e. being able to cross the heavy rail lines rather than stopping
and transferring to the other side) performs better than the Separate Lines scenario on most
accessibility indicators, particularly the range of destinations that can be reached within a
30-minute window;
The Joined Lines scenario is overwhelmingly better than the bus system (and thus builds a
compelling case for a mid-tier-capacity mode) at a lower level of additional land use
intensification along the Trackless Tram routes than the Separate Lines scenario;
The Separate Lines scenario puts greater additional patronage pressure on the radial rail
services than the Joined Lines scenario, thus likely necessitating rail frequency and/or
capacity upgrades sooner;
These benefits of the Joined Lines over the Separate Lines scenario hinge predominantly on
the creation of a transfer-free Trackless Tram connection across Hoppers Crossing (linking
routes 1 and 2) and less so on creating one at Williams Landing (linking routes 3 and 4).

Moving from Concept to Reality
As could be expected, a whole range of issues and challenges emerge from research and workshop
deliberations given the preliminary nature of the investigations. Some of these included matters like
the following 8:
•

•

•

•

•

8

Advocacy – which relate to a range of issues such as: how does one local authority move
this journey forward; who are the decision makers that need to come on board, and what
about the community – when do they become part of the process moving forward?
Technical elements – which relate to a range of issues such as: pavement treatments,
establishing priorities at intersections, impacts of reallocating or removing services, potential
need to upgrade electricity network.
Design and functionality elements - which relate to a range of issues such as: ideal station
location and stop distances, ideal cross sections, further clarification of development
opportunities needed, integrations with cycling, micro mobility options, clarifying preference
around centre running or side running, integration with bus services.
Operational elements – which relate to a range of issues such as: importance of integration
with ticketing systems (Myki cards), integration with bus and train timetable, operating
hours.
Implementation elements - which relate to a range of issues such as: what is the best
delivery model? What is the time frame for delivery? Who should be the operator?

Many of the technical questions are answered by the document produced as part of these

investigations – see report on Frequently Asked Questions and Myths of Trackless Trams – at
https://sbenrc.com.au/app/uploads/2020/06/FAQs-report-on-Trackless-Trams-11-May-2020.pdf
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The issues highlighted above are some of the various challenges that need to be worked through as
the project moves from concept to reality.

An Additional Route
Subsequent to the being undertaken – an additional route option is being considered – as shown in
Figure 7 below.

Figure 7. Plan showing an alternative route – highlighted in purple (Source: Wyndham City Council)
This route would be an alteration of the route from Hoppers Crossing down to Aviators Field,
however it would run along Sneydes Road, and then down Point Cook Road to capture the existing
population catchment, with the potential to expand back into Aviators Field as the area is being
developed. This route has come about as result of discussion with developers in the Aviators field
area and being discussed with Department of Transport.
Stations would be expected at major road intersections/shopping centres, and could be listed as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hoppers Crossing Station
Hoppers Lane (somewhere along the Hoppers Lane corridor)
Sneydes and Hacketts Road
Featherbrook Shopping Centre (Sneydes Road and Boardwalk Blvd)
Alamanda Shopping Centre (Sneydes Road and Malibu Blvd)
Sneydes Road and Point Cook Road (likely on Point Cook Road, as a northbound route up
Point Cook Road to Williams Landing is another future option, and a stop on Point Cook
Road would facilitate this in the future).
7. Point Cook Road at Yuruga Blvd
8. Point Cook Road at Saltwater Promenade
9. Terminus near RAAF Williams Point Cook
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Part 2 POTENTIAL RECOVERY PROJECT
The new mid-tier technology Trackless Tram is both good for transit and good for unlocking
urban regeneration opportunities. Three years of study across Australia has confirmed that
communities, investors and governments in small regional towns like Townsville, big cities
like Sydney and Melbourne, and a consortium of local governments across Perth, are ready
to commit to this new technology and to the new process that could unlock major urban
developments and create new jobs and new community outcomes. Brisbane has decided on
an electric Metro bus system from Europe and the ACT are electrifying their buses.
This Potential Recovery Project in the City of Wyndham summarises how it can be done in
Wyndham with options for a stage 1 TTS on the south side of the rail line then a stage 2 on
the north side with a stage 3 joining them up over the two join points.
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Figure 8. Potential Recovery Project in three stages with urban development
opportunities.
Route 1 would be to link Aviators Field with Hoppers Crossing and Williams Landing stations.
Route 2 would be to link Sayers and Tarneit stations with Hoppers Crossing and Williams
Landing stations.
Route 3 would be to link across the top of Hoppers Crossing and Williams Landing stations
joining both sides of the Trackless Tram System.
The details provided are for each stage. The funding model involves Government purchasing
the vehicles and enabling them to be recharged and stabled, with private developers paying
to build stations into their development including the road works around them. Further
Government funding for roadworks are estimated for the sections between stations and
would be staged. Immediate jobs can be created around preparatory work and the whole
project working in 18 months with urban development over ten years.
Table 1 Summary of costs and residents and jobs created by Trackless Trams and urban
development 9.

The Costing estimates for the routes are subject to further analysis and is not binding and are based on Case
Study work undertaken as part of the wider project – particularly the Perth Consortium Case Study which can
be found at https://sbenrc.com.au/research-programs/1-62/.

9
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Public Investment

ROUTES (stages)

Private Investment

Vehicles, Recharge and
Depot, ($4.33m per
Station precincts with
km); Roadworks
200m of road around it
($19.2m per km)
($6m each precinct,
every 0.7km)

Vehicles $61m
1.Aviators Field to Hoppers
Crossing and Williams
Roadworks $269m
Landing stations 14km
Total $330m
2.Sayers and Tarneit
Vehicles $130m
stations with Hoppers
Crossing and Williams
Roadworks $576m
Landing stations 21 km

20 station precincts
$120m

30 station precincts
$180m

Total $706m
3.Link across top of Hoppers
Construction costs
Crossing and Williams
unknown
Landing stations.

Contributions unknown

Residents and Jobs Created from land
development
From SNAMUTS, trend plus extra due to
new value - residents plus jobs.

Trend 105,000
Extra 30,500

Trend 105,500
Extra 30,500

Not researched but likely to be
significant, above stations.

The stage 1 would cost $330m from the government for the vehicles and their recharging
equipment at depots, and private partnerships would need to find $120m around their
station precincts. It would lead to an extra 30,500 residents and jobs in that area due to the
increased value from having the Trackless Tram. Stage 2 would have a higher cost due to the
longer route and more stations with $706m from the government for vehicles and $180m
from private sources for the station precincts, creating an extra 30,500 residents and jobs
along the corridors. The stage 3 will need detailed studies.
The projects can begin almost immediately with road works and urban development
procurement in particular sites as well as testing Trackless Trams along the routes while
procuring vehicles, completing roadworks and beginning services along the whole route
within 18 months.
Below is more of the rationale for these conclusions and gives further detail and analysis.

THE PROJECT IN CONTEXT
The emergence into a new economy due to the 2020 pandemic economic collapse, is a great
opportunity. It is also a terrible time of uncertainty and hence the future direction of urban
development and infrastructure needs to be something that can bring great hope to people
in cities across the world as well as in Wyndham. This project is a world-first but it offers
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Wyndham an opportunity to make something special with a true legacy from this difficult
time.
The Trackless Tram and its ability to unlock urban regeneration opportunities, has been an
SBEnrc project across Australia for the past three years. It has confirmed that communities,
investors and governments in small regional towns like Townsville, big cities like Sydney and
Melbourne, and a consortium of local governments across Perth, are ready to commit to
this new technology and to the new process that could unlock major urban developments
and create new jobs and new community outcomes.
As outlined above, the Trackless Tram is significantly cheaper and quicker to build than a
light rail as a result of not needing rail tracks or an overhead catenary. At the same time it
will help create the kind of urban fabric that people in Wyndham are seeking.
The special ability to attract urban development around stations is particularly important as
a TTS enables a new partnership approach that can include three levels of government,
private developers with investment backing, and communities, to be engaged in enabling its
delivery. This is both the route of the TTS and the station locations with their opportunities
to create new local centres with a multitude of new services along a main road corridor – a
Transit Activated Corridor. This means that a TTS is ideal for a post-pandemic Recovery
Program as it can be delivered quickly and yet have long term legacy benefits.
As will be shown below, the Wyndham TTS is designed as a connector that links critical
points along the major corridors and in particular to major rail lines which is the necessary
first tier system. Perhaps just as importantly this system unlocks major urban development
opportunities where major employment can be created, providing a much stronger
rationale for urban consolidation.

THE PROJECT BENEFITS
1. ECONOMICS. Economic benefits including jobs, capital value, innovation
The economic benefits of the Wyndham TTS project are set out in Table 1 above. These
show the immediate benefits in terms of investment and jobs from the land development
associated with the Trackless Tram, and the extra jobs and residents created in the area.
The innovation is that:
1. It can fit into the present system quite simply (for example it’s relatively straight
forward to fix the roads in preparation for a TTS, but even more easy to follow the
TTS on the Vic Roads Command Centre to monitor the services, and also Depots
where buses are stored at night, though a recharge point will be needed for each
vehicle);
2. It will bring smart city sensors into transit systems in a way that will need to be
applied to all aspects of transport into the future;
3. It will enable Wyndham to be a demonstration of how the take-up of roof top solar
can be applied to new station precincts and depot roof tops, and enable the grid to
be stabilized through battery-based Recharge Hubs earning money for the operator.
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4. By being one of the first western cities to adopt this new transit technology people
from cities around the world will be coming to view the new system and professional
jobs in the area will be created to service other cities.
5. Wyndham can manufacture the TTS here and thus create further jobs.
2. COMMUNITY and ENVIRONMENT. Net community benefit including for example social and
affordable housing and environmental sustainability
The community and environmental benefits will include:
1. The provision of Localised Centres in each Station Precinct with local shops, local
services, local place features, that enable the surrounding areas from each station
catchment to have a place to walk to, to take micro-mobility (bikes, scooters,
skateboards) and provides a meeting place for community activities.
2. A local Recharge Hub for any electric vehicle, large and small, and perhaps a local
Delivery Hub for on-line shopping parcels.
3. Affordable and Social Housing in partnership between the developer and the
Housing Authority which will vary with the location (e.g. some stations have
substantial government land).
4. Consolidated Housing benefits compared to fringe housing developments, with
around $100,000 savings per residential housing unit from infrastructure, $50,000
savings per housing unit in travel times per year, and $80,000 per housing unit in
health benefits due to making more active lifestyles in walkable urban environments
(Trubka et al, 2015).
5. Climate change emissions reductions of around 2 Tonnes per capita per year as the
more urban/inner city quality of housing and transport is 33% less in greenhouse
gases. These can be reduced to net zero emissions if the developer chooses to make
net zero housing and all the transport becomes electric with solar recharge
(Thomson and Newman, 2018).
3. GOVERNMENT. Aligns to government policy objectives
The State Government’s public transport policy is to build a modern electric train system
with associated development around stations. There are other heavy rail projects that are
many years away, but no plans to enable the mid-tier transit system that is so popular in the
inner and central areas (trams) to be extended to such areas as Wyndham. This new
technology TTS enables Melbourne to develop its first mid-tier transit in the suburbs.
Most of the communities already living in these areas to be served by mid-tier TTS have
been lobbying for this kind of connection.
The Federal Government has been spoken to through several meetings with Ministers and
Departments under the various City Deals being developed in Townsville, Sydney,
Melbourne, Hobart, Adelaide and Perth – all of which have Trackless Trams at one level of
commitment or another. The meetings all expressed considerable interest and confirmed
that the research work through Curtin was the most advanced. Brisbane’s new electric-bus
Metro is a mid-tier transit system with most of the character outlined above, but has not
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been as closely linked to urban development. This proposal follows the City Deal approach
of developing partnerships with innovation, sustainability and affordable housing outcomes.
4. STAKEHOLDERS. Stakeholder support and views
Two Stakeholder workshops comprising approximately 30 to 35 people at each event where
held during the study period and included a cross section of representatives from:
Stakeholder organisations represented:
-

Developer groups
Department of Transport
Planning consultancy groups (in coordination with developer/landowner groups)
Wyndham City Council staff

The workshops discussed and documented:
1. The City Shaping opportunities presented by the Trackless Tram System, including
highlighting :
•
•

What it is and where does it come from
Potential uptake of interest around Australia

2. Explored if and how the TTS might be become part of the Wyndham City Transport Network
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the context of Wyndham Urban Futures Plan and other plans
Test where and how it might be applied
Outline the ultimate route network opportunities
Review and test options
Examine local constraints and opportunities to be navigated/seized
Tested three tentative routes (or sections),

3. Inform the attendees about SNAMUTS analysis tool and what its use has told us
about the potential application of a Trackless Trams System in a Wyndham context,
and sort feedback and input on the future development opportunities along
proposed routes including identifying possible partnerships
The workshop participants were generally highly supportive of the proposal and could see the value
of pursing such a proposed solution to overcoming some of the challenges being realised with the
existing development pattern and transport system. There were of course a range of topics raised
that need further investigations and clarification, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Operational concerns – more testing required. Understanding of charging,
infrastructure needed.
Stabling – where will this be located?
Lost traffic lanes – we want to minimise or avoid losing traffic lanes.
400-500m minimum station distances where possible.
Traffic separation is paramount.
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5. DELIVERABILITY. Project complexity and speed of delivery e.g. benefits will be realised in
the short to medium term with appropriate management of risk and opportunities
It is imagined that the following stages could be used in its delivery.
1. Step 1. Immediate road works can begin to enable the TTS to be fitted into the main
roads at designated station precincts for a peak time TransitWay along the Stage 1
route; some of these roadworks have been planned for a number of years. Trial of
Trackless Trams can begin immediately after procurement of the TTS. The urban
developments associated with the TTS route can be procured in parallel along with
community engagement to ensure detailed local place issues are part of the final
plan.
2. Step 2. Within 18 months the TTS can be running and the urban developments will
have begun to be built along Aviators Field to Hoppers Crossing.
3. Step 3. Procurement and road preparation for Stage 2 can begin. The partnerships
will be able to build on the experience of the first project.
4. Step 4. The full city TTS system with urban regeneration along the corridors can be
completed within 3 years.
5. Step 5. The overhead crossings at the two rail stations can be developed making it a
more complete system.
6.FEASIBILITY. Feasible proposal e.g. demand is evidenced, supply factors mitigated, proof of
funding and shovel ready
The project is feasible as it builds on:
1. The experience of Victorian Government transport agencies on how to make a main road
service both cars and trams as well as cars and buses in outer areas (but adds an extra
dimension of an electric service with much bigger potential for fulfilling their Movement and
Place Strategy due to the urban regeneration around stations).
2. It builds on the Depots and Command Control Centre that looks after roads.
3. It builds on the strong support of developers and their professional associations such as
UDIA, Property Council and Master Builders Association who in co-ordinating the response
of developers can see the need for such a TTS project in the Recovery. The research project
believes that investors are ready to work on the various urban development sites along such
routes.
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The project can deliver shovel ready roadworks and urban development projects along the
routes.
6. RISK. Probity can be assured – addressed in assessment process.
The major risk in the project is the need to test the Trackless Tram before it is allowed on
public roads. This is proposed to happen shortly in Perth. The NAB and Macquarie Bank have
both expressed interest in becoming involved in funding Trackless Tram projects in
partnership with governments.

THE PROJECT OPPORTUNITY
The Wyndham Trackless Tram System project is a remarkable opportunity to provide a
Recovery project which can begin immediately and with great public excitement. The arrival
of several Trackless Trams in Wyndham for the Trial (in a matter of weeks) that can be made
available for public viewing and riding, would be a chance to show that Wyndham is:
1. Up and running in its new economy,
2. Looking to the future rather than the past,
3. Taking a role as a global leader in innovation.
A TTS project has the capacity to be brought to life within short time frames, within 6
months signs of road works and bid processes could be underway and people being
employed on both the transit preparations and the new construction projects.
After 3 years a new transit system that helps make the whole city work better, provides
hundreds of new houses and jobs in well located urban centres, and which has enabled
thousands of jobs to be created, will be substantially completed.

